[re-engineered application programming solutions]
About Company:

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide you an overview of our company. This is a continuation to our telephonic discussions; please find our company profile in brief:

**RAPS iTech, a division of RAPS Consultancy Services Private Ltd.** also a part of RAPS Group of companies, providing industry oriented IT/ITeS Services in Northern India earlier, now spreading operations worldwide, IT – Software: Services, Solutions & Security.

**RAPS Group** is among the fastest developing business conglomerates that enjoy a commendable presence in the core sector of Indian economy. The group led by RAPS as international films production house within this time has grown to become one of the leading business conglomerates of India.

Headquartered in Mumbai, RAPS Group has PAN India presence, and RAPS iTech has its own offshore software development offices in Chandigarh & Hamburg.

The major domains of operation of the RAPS Group are as follows:

- **RAPS Geeks** (www.rapsgeeks.com)
- **RAPS Technologies** (www.rapstechnologies.com)

For more details about **RAPS Group** of companies, please visit at www.rapsgroupltd.com

For students seeking a job in a technical field is always accompanied by a large number of assessment tests. These tests are conducted by the employers as a part of their recruitment process to test the ability and academics knowledge of the candidates. Our aptitude test exactly aims at screening the skills, knowledge and efficiency of the technical graduates.
PROCEDURE TO PARTICIPATE

The aptitude test will be conducted online. The Training and Placement Officer will register the College/University, for which he/she shall get a unique sponsor ID which is further to be distributed among Competent (HOD) and the Competent HOD will further distribute the unique sponsor ID among candidates at the time of the online test. The exam will be of 60 minutes duration. The students can participate through respective Department of their College/University with the cooperation of the Competent (HOD).

Steps to be performed:-

Step 1: Enter the URL [http://e3c.rapsitech.com](http://e3c.rapsitech.com). The Home page will appear. On the Home Page there are three sections; Campus, Competent and Candidate as shown below:
For Campus Registration:-

Step 2: Click on Campus Section.

Step 3: Click on create an account.
Step 4: In the sponsor ID section Training & Placement Officer has to enter the Unique Sponsor ID activated and provided by RAPS. TPO must fill all the necessary details with the unique sponsor ID.

Step 5: After successful completion of the registration by the Training Placement Officer. Training Placement Officer can login in the campus section and activate the Sponsor ID for Competent (HOD) as shown below:
For Competent (HOD) Registration:-

**Step 6:** For Competent Registration. Enter the URL [http://e3c.rapsitech.com/](http://e3c.rapsitech.com/). Go to the competent section.

**Step 7:** Competent has to create an account first to complete the registration.
Step 8: In the sponsor ID section enter the Sponsor ID provided by the Campus Authority. Competent (HOD) must fill all the necessary details with the unique sponsor ID.

Note: The Sponsor ID will only work if it has been activated by the Campus Authority (TPO).

Step 9: Once the competent Authority has successfully registered, the Competent Authority (HOD) can login, in the Competent Section, and activate the Sponsor ID for the Candidates.
For Candidate:-

**Step 10:** For Candidate Registration. Enter the URL [http://e3c.rapsitech.com/](http://e3c.rapsitech.com/). Go to the candidate section.

**Step 11:** Candidate has to create an Account and do the registration process in the candidate section.
Step 12: In the Sponsor Id section Candidate has to enter the Sponsor Id provided by the Competent Authority. Candidates must fill all the necessary details with the unique sponsor ID.

Note: The Candidate Sponsor ID will only work if it has been activated by the Competent Authority.

Step 13: Once the candidate is successfully registered. The Candidate can login by using his college ID / Roll No. in the candidate login section.

Step 14: Once the candidate has registered, he can login and begin the test.

Step 15: When the candidate will complete the test he can click on finish and submit the Test. The result will be displayed on the screen as the candidate will complete the test.

Note: The candidate has to keep one thing in mind that if he will skip the question the previous question will not appear on the screen again and will not be able to get back to the previous question and hence, question will remain unattempted.

Instructions: 60 minutes duration, 60 questions, each question carries one mark with no-negative marking.